Due to the very large mass of the top-quark, probing the flavor changing top-charm-scalar vertex is clearly very import ant. Fortunately the largeness of mt endows a unique signature to the resulting reaction i.e., e+e-a t~(fc) that should be helpfuL in identification of such events.
.
Due to its very large mass (m~N 176 GeV [1] ) the top quark is expected to hold important clues to many outstanding issues in Particle Physics. The huge mass scale of mt suggests that we reexamine our theoretical prejudices about the existence of flavor changing scalar interactions (FCSI), especia~y the ones involving the top. Absence of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at low energy does not necessarily forbid large FCNC at high mass scales [2]- [7] . Probing the top-charm or top-up flavor changing vertex consequently deserves a special attention. Fortunately, the heaviness of the top dso facifit ates experimental searches for such interactions especidy in e+ eco~sions due to the clean environment that they offer. The top is so much heavier than the charm quark that when it is produced, via FCSI, in the two body reaction e+ e-+ iz (or ic), at moderate center of mass energies, the t or t take up energies appreciably greater than hdf the total energy leading to a highly distinctive, "kinematical", signature.
At V in the range of about 200 to 300 GeV (i.e., mt~@~2mt) detection of a t or a t would clearly signify that it is produced singly (rather than in pairs). Higgs doublet model [6] to explore some of the experimental consequences.
For self containment we will give a very brief review of the model [6] first.
Since there is no global symmetry that distinguishes the two doublets, we w3H assume that only one of them (#1) develops a vacuum expectation value (v/~) and the second one (~,) remains unbroken. The physical spectrum consists of two charged, H+ , and three neutral spin O bosons, ho, Ho, which are scalars, and A" a pseudoscalar:
A" = ti (-Im@~) The masses of the five neutral and charged spin O bosons, mH, mh, mA, and m+-, as we~as the mixing angle a are free parameters of the model. The Yukawa couplings to quarks are [6] As usual the first two terms here are used to give masses to the quarks and to define mass eigenstates.~~,~~are the 3 x 3 matrices which monitor the strength of the flavor-changing neutral scalar vertices. These parameters are of course free in the model and have to be determined from experiments.
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Of special importance to this work are the parameters (tt and~~c. Two simple ansatz that we find interesting are the Cheng-Sher ansatz (CSA) [2, 3,'6] :
and the sum-rule ansatz (SRA):
Clearly the SRA is expected to give higher rates for the FC transitions relevant to this work. Note also that some of the additional parameters (such .as some of the Higgs masses) can be constrained by using these coupfings in the context of low energy processes (e.g., D"-~o osci~ations ). However, given the degree of arbitrariness in the model we wish not to pursue that direction here. For definiteness, for now, we will content ourselves with the use of this model with only the CSA for calculating the contributions to e+e--tz, ct and to other flavor changing transitions to one loop order [10] . It is useful to reca~that, at one loop level, in the SM flavor changing reactions such as e+ e-~t~, Ci do arise too. The corresponding loop graphs have the generic feature that charge (-1/3) quarks appear in the loop, for charge~quarks (t, C) to be produced in the final state. This feature endows the ampfitude to be proportional to the square of the mass of the charge (-1/3) quark participating in the loop. In addition W the amplitudes suffer CKM suppression. Consequently the rates for t~CT, CZ and e+e-~t~are severely suppressed in the SM [11] .
In a two Higgs doublet model with the usual discrete symmetry imposed to implement NFC, flavor changing transitions (e.g. t~cy, CZ and e+e-t~) again arise to one-loop order [12] . However this model retains key features of the SM (i.e., proportionality to the mass square of charge (-1/3) quarks and CKM suppression). So although the rates could be somewhat bigger than in the SM they are not large enough for experimental observation.
As a specific example~~(t~cZ) is N 10-13 in the SM [11] . In two Higgs doublet models with NFC (i.e., Model I or II) it ranges from 10-14 to 10-9 [12] . In Model III (i.e., without NFC), relevant to this paper,~~(t j cZ) N 10-9-10-7 [6, 10] . Thus in models without flavor conservation, the --
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. branching ratios and cross sections for FC transitions can be larger by about two orders ofmagnitude compared to models with NFC. Now, theampfitude fore+e-+tZ(;c), viaZor 7exchange, is given by:
where a~~z and b~'z are SM couphngs of the 7 and Z to the electron, q = pt +pc and~7'z is the 7, Z-propagator respectively. A7'Z etc. are the form factors at the ic vertex, being calculated to the one loop order [13] . Assuming CSA we wi~parametrize the Yukawa couptings as: (6) and for now we wi~ignore CP-violation and take A to be red. From eqns. (5) and (6) we see that the (t, c) form factors (A~~z, etc. ) scale as AZ. Consequently, the cross section for e+e-+ t~would go as A4 and would be a very sensitive probe of the important parameter A that characterizes the overall strength of FCSI.
We present the numerical results in Figs. 1-3 for the total cross section normtized to the p+p-cross section via one-photon exchange, i.e.
We wi~spfit the discussion into four cases:
1. d scrdars are roughly degenerate i.e., mh H rnA & m+ N M. where M. is the common scalar mass.
mh is "fight" (denoted by
Mt) and mA & mt = 1 TeV.
3. rnA = Mf and mh = m~= 1 TeV, 4. m~= Ml and mh % mA = 1 TeV.
--5 Fig. 1 shows R~c/A4 as a function of M, for the case when au scalar masses are roughly degenerate (i.e., case 1). The rates are displayed for three values of the beam energy, i.e., 200, 500 and 1000 GeV. Note that for MS~200 GeV and J~1, R~C can be a few times 10-5 which should be at the detectable level since it is reasonable to expect 106-107 p+p-events in a year of running. Fig. 2 shows the three possibilities (cases 2, 3 and 4) depending on which of the scalars is the tightest. In this figure we take @ = 500 GeV. The peak in R~C/A4 for case 4, when charged Higgs is fightest, occurs due to the appearance of the threshold for pair production of H *. Fig. 3 shows Rtc/A4 as a function of @ again for cases 2-4. From these figures, we see that for each of the four cases enumerated above RtC/J4 can be about 10-5. Thus we can expect experiments to be able to constrain A~1, for scalar masses of a few hundred GeVs.
To summarize, in this paper, we have emphasized the importance of searching for flavor-changing-scalar int eractions via the reactions e+ e-~t~. We stressed that the experimental signal is very clean and that mild extensions of the Standard Model, say with an extra Higgs doublet [6] , complemented with the popular ansatz can lead to measurable effects. There is no experimental basis for assuming the absence of tree level flavor-changing neutral currents at the mass scale of mt [2]- [7] . Consequently their vigorous search is strongly advocated.
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[13] Note that the expressions for most of these form factors are directly ; related to the ones given in Ref. [6] (for a = Othe corresponding Feynman diagrams are those of Fig. 1 in that reference). However, in our case, A~, By # O as we are deahng with an off-shefl photon. We have used the opportunity to recalculate aH the form factors. In Ref. [10] we wig ive exphcit expressions for them and also their numerical values and we wi~compare them with Ref. [6] .
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